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Force10 TeraScale E-Series — Cisco Catalyst 6500 Competitive Test

Introduction

In June 2005, Cisco Systems commissioned the Euro-
pean Advanced Networking Test Center (EANTC) to
independently validate the performance, scalability,
and availability of Cisco Catalyst 6500 versus Force10
TeraScale E-Series switches. Force10 promotes network
designs where large numbers of ports, normally spread
across multiple switches in a redundant network configu-
ration are instead "collapsed" into a single high port-
density solution comprising a single switch with up to
1,260 Gigabit Ethernet ports. Clearly this is a major
departure from current industry accepted network
design best practices and one that raises significant
questions with regard to service scalability and avail-
ability.

To answer these and many other questions raised by the
Force10 TeraScale architecture, we conducted a
number of tests to investigate just how well the Force10
switches compare to the Cisco Catalyst 6500.

Our tests are divided into the following broad catego-
ries:

• Investigate Force10 claims made in the
Tolly Group reports: We compare the
performance, availability, and scalability claims
made by Force10 as validated by the Tolly Group
with our own findings. Force10’s tests can be found
at
http://www.tolly.com/Search.aspx?VendorID=27
and are contained in Test Reports 204147 and
204148.

• Test Force10’s High Availability Claims: We
specifically tested the high availability claims made
by Force10 as this is such an important part of
Force10’s proposed network designs. We used the
claims made in the Tolly Group test reports and
Force10’s whitepapers entitled "High Availability in
the Force10 Networks E-Series" (Version 1.3) and
"Guaranteed Access to System Management even
During Processor Overload" as our guide.

• Routing Protocol Scalability, Stability, &
Resilience: In this section of tests, we focused on
the scalability, stability, and resilience of the control
plane, the brains of the switch. If the control plane is
not capable of scaling to support the high port
density of the Force10 switches, then the higher port
density offered by the E-Series is of questionable
value. For instance, can the routing protocols support
the same number of neighbors as there are ports on
the switch? How long does it take to learn routes
from such a large number of neighbor routers? What
about convergence times? A very powerful control
plane matching the very large number of interfaces
is required to ensure the switch remains stable.

• IP Multicast Scalability, Stability, &
Resilience: IP multicast traffic is becoming an
increasingly important capability of many networks,
applications range from remote learning, distribution
of market data feeds in trading rooms to the data
streams used in education for remote learning
applications etc. How does the high availability
claims for the Force10 switches apply to mission
critical multicast traffic? What multicast scalability
can I expect? How effective are Force10’s multicast
resilience features?

EANTC extensively tested the following
categories:

• Force10’s Performance claims made
in the Tolly Group Test Reports

• Force10’s High Availability Claims

• Routing Protocol Scalability, Stability,
& Resilience

• IP Multicast Scalability, Stability, &
Resilience

Tested by

2005
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Executive Summary —
Verification of Tolly Group Report 204147

In June 2005, Cisco Systems commissioned the Euro-
pean Advanced Networking Test Center (EANTC) to
independently validate the performance, scalability,
and availability of the Force10 TeraScale E-Series
switches.

In this category of tests, we attempted to reproduce a
number of the original Tolly Group tests found in Tolly
Group Test Report 204147.

See http://www.tolly.com/Search.aspx?VendorID=27.

Like the Tolly Group, our tests were constrained by the
availability of test equipment and the quantity of each
vendor’s switching equipment. In the main, our tests
focused on Gigabit Ethernet, as Force10 acknowledges
their sales of Gigabit Ethernet far outstrip those of 10-
Gigabit Ethernet.

Cisco Systems supplied the SmartBits test equipment and
the four Force10 TeraScale E-Series switches used in the
tests.

Force10’s Tolly Group test reports lack substantial
detail, and on certain tests we found it difficult to under-
stand how the tests were configured and the particular
results achieved. After consulting with the Tolly Group,
we obtained the Force10 switch configurations for three
of the tests, to help us understand how the tests were
actually run.

Tolly Group’s reports state the tests were run using a
beta software version. The Tolly Group states
“According to Force10 Networks, this Beta release was
replaced by Version 6.1.1.0.” There is evidence that
Force10 used a special engineering software to achieve
these test results. (See the letter in the Appendix dated
9/28/2005 from Force10 to EANTC.) EANTC feels the
test results question the performance that can be
expected from an off-the-shelf Force10 system.

Tolly Group Report 204147 – EANTC Findings:

➜ TeraScale E-Series is not non-blocking,
wire-rate at all frame sizes:

Contrary to Force10’s claims, our tests show the
TeraScale E-Series does not provide 672 Gigabit
Ethernet ports with non-blocking, zero-loss
throughput at all frame sizes. We found frame loss
increases with frame-size, and for unicast-only traffic
frame loss peaked at a maximum loss of 37 %
(4,472-byte frames).

➜ Latency vs. Throughput Compromise:

By default, we found the TeraScale E-Series has one
of the highest latencies in the switch market, up to
five times that of the Catalyst 6500. (For example,
64-byte latency: Cisco = 7 mSec, Force10 = 35
mSec.) Force10 provides commands that can alter
the switch fabric scheduler and reduce latency:

however, we found this also increases packet
loss. (For example, for 256-bytes frames, frame-
loss jumped increased from less than 1% to
over 16% when the lower-latency setting was
used.)
In the Tolly Group reports, it is unclear whether
throughput and latency tests were run using the
same switch fabric settings, or whether
throughput tests were run using one setting,
while latency tests used the other.

➜ Non-unicast traffic causes unicast
packet loss to increase:

We found that unicast throughput is affected by
small amounts of non-unicast traffic crossing the
switch fabric at the same time.

Figure 1: Excerpt from Tolly Group Report 204147
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In a reduced 624-port L2 Snake configuration, with
an additional 3-Port VLAN on a separate line card
used to inject non-unicast traffic at 10% load, we
saw frame loss on the unicast flows in the snake
increase. (For example, frame-loss for 256-byte
traffic increased from under 1% to 20%, a twenty-
fold increase.) This points to possible scheduling
problems on the switch fabric.

➜ Force10’s 1-Million ACL test was not verifi-
able:

Force10’s Tolly Group tests claim to have seen no
degradation in throughput even when active
features such as an ACL with 1-Million entries were
applied to 56 10-Gigabit interfaces. EANTC found
that this test used an ACL with 20,993 entries in
total. In addition, we found the following:
• Force10 used special software and/or

hardware for this test. The test is not
reproducible with current production software,
because insufficient line card memory (CAM) is
available.

• The Tolly Group’s result does not follow industry
accepted methods of counting ACLs. They claim
the action of applying the same 20,993-entry
ACL to 56 interfaces (56 x 20,993 =
1,175,608) represents a 1-Million entry ACL.
EANTC says this only proves the TeraScale E-
Series supports a 20K ACL; in fact, when we
tested it, the TeraScale E-Series couldn’t even
scale to 20K.

• When we tried to apply the 20,993-entry ACL
to a single 10GE interface, it instantly
overloaded the CAM, which holds 13K entries.
The Tolly Group claims this ACL was applied to
56 x 10-Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. We can’t
see how this was possible without either special
software to manipulate CAM partitions or
special hardware to increase the size of the
CAM on the line cards.

➜ Force10’s Native IPv6 Forwarding Test
could not be verified:

Force10’s Tolly Group test report claims that in an
8-Port test the TeraScale E-Series demonstrated non-
blocking zero-loss throughput for “Native IPv6”
traffic. Our tests, one year later could not
reproduce the results for the reason the TeraScale
E-Series does not support IPv6. Even though
Force10 claimed the beta software they used was
released as FToS Version 6.1.1.0 – our tests using
Version 6.2.1.3, numerous releases after the Tolly
tests, show the following:
• There is no support for IPv6, including no IPv6

routing protocols, and no IPv6 commands.

• Force10’s marketing literature and line card
manuals claim support for 64K IPv6 FIB and
24K IPv6 ACL CAM entries per line card. Our
tests discovered a total of just eight IPv6 FIB
entries and zero IPv6 ACL entries in the CAM.
The CAM profile is fixed and cannot be
modified by the user.

Summary

Our tests of the Force10 TeraScale E-Series and corre-
spondence with both the Tolly Group and Force10
confirms that many of the test results achieved at Tolly
Group were the result of Force10 employing “special-
ised” non-production software, especially customized
for these specific tests. See the letter in the Appendix
dated 9/28/2005 from Force10 to EANTC. It is
unclear from the Tolly Group test report and our corre-
spondence with Force10, whether CAM partitions
were modified between test cases or whether a single
CAM profile was used for all tests.

The additional capabilities provided by this special
software have not been released as a general produc-
tion release and readers might question the validity of
the Tolly Group reports as an accurate representation
of Force10’s performance and scalability.
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Background Information
Force 10 Switch Architecture

The TeraScale E1200 was the focus of the Tolly Group
test reports. The smaller E600 and E300 were not
tested by Tolly, but share the same hardware and soft-
ware.

Switch Fabric Design. Force10’s switch fabric is
based on a crossbar switch fabric design similar to
Cisco’s Catalyst 6500 switch. To allow packets to be
transferred across the fabric from one card slot to
another, a cross-connect must be established to
connect the two card slots together momentarily.

As traffic consumes an increasing percentage of a
crossbar fabric’s capacity, the switch fabric scheduler
must compute an increasingly complex series of cross-
connects to service all the traffic. A saturation point is
reached when the scheduler can’t forward all traffic
streams, at this point the fabric becomes blocking.

In the Force10 TeraScale architecture, the switch
fabric scheduler uses a concept called an "Epoch."
The Epoch is a time window during which a set of pre-
planned cross-connects is executed in sequence. The
exact set of cross-connects and their sequence varies
during each Epoch period and is governed by which
packets need to flow where.

Crossbar Efficiency & Epoch Settings. The
Epoch not only defines a period of time in which cross-
connects are executed in the switch fabric, it also
defines how far ahead in time the switch fabric sched-
uler looks when planning the sequence in which the
next series of cross-connects should be implemented
for maximum fabric efficiency.

By default, the switch fabric scheduler works with an
Epoch of 10.4 µSec. While cross-connects for the
current Epoch are being executed by the switch fabric;
in parallel, the scheduler is looking into the line card
ingress queues feeding into the fabric and using the
time to plan the most efficient way to set up cross-
connects to service the largest number of queued
packets possible in the next Epoch.

The larger the Epoch, the further the scheduler can
look ahead and the more efficiently it can use the
capacity of the fabric.

This scheme has one drawback. The packets queued
at the ingress to the switch fabric (Force10 implements
a technique called Virtual Output Queuing) must wait
a longer time before they have an opportunity to be
forwarded. The larger the Epoch; the longer the delay.

Latency And Two Epoch Settings. The Force10
TeraScale architecture supports two Epoch settings for
the scheduler. The default is 10.4 µSec and offers the
most efficient utilization of the switch fabric, at the
expense of latencies ranging from 30 µSec upwards.

For certain applications where latency is an issue, the
switch can be configured to use the second Epoch
setting of 3.2 µSec. This reduces the delay (latency),
but also reduces the scheduler’s ability to make effi-
cient use of the fabric capacity, resulting in signifi-
cantly higher frame loss across all frame sizes.

Where possible, we have run tests at each Epoch
setting so the reader is aware of the implications.
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Force10 TeraScale E-Series — Cisco Catalyst 6500 Competitive Test

GigE L2 Store & Forward Latency Test

Test Objectives

These tests measure the Gigabit Ethernet store &
forward latency of the Force10 TeraScale E-Series using
LC-EF-GE-48T 48-port line cards and the Cisco Systems
Catalyst 6500 employing WS-X-6748-GE-TX 48-port
line cards.

On the Force10 E-Series, the tests are conducted with
the switch configured for each available switch fabric
"Epoch" setting as this affects the latency of the switch.

The tests compare the latency achieved by the Force10
TeraScale E1200 with the results of the Cisco Catalyst
6500.

EANTC Analysis

As can be seen from the results below, the switch fabric
Epoch setting on the Force10 switch has a direct impact
on the average latency. It is possible to adapt the Epoch
setting to achieve lower latency (at the cost of lower
throughput, though, as we will see in other test cases).

Even when using the shorter switch fabric Epoch, the
Force10’s latency is over double that of the Catalyst
6500.

Both switches deliver latencies for any packet size that
are well within the stan-
dards requirements.
Latency in the microsecond
range plays a major role
for storage area networks
(iSCSI), high-energy
physics networks and grid
computing.

Test Configuration and
Methodology

This test used all 48 port on
a line card and sent traffic
in a full-mesh traffic pattern
at 10 % line rate. For the
Force10 switch, the test
was repeated at an Epoch
setting of 10.4 µSec and
3.2 µSec.

The test measured the
average store and forward
latency introduced by the
switch at a variety of frame
sizes.

Test Highlights
➜ Force10’s Gigabit Ethernet latency

with default settings is three times
that of the Catalyst 6500

➜ Force10’s switch fabric Epoch
setting can be used to reduce the
latency by up to 40 %, but at the
cost of higher packet loss

➜ Performance & latency tests should
be carried out using a single Epoch-
setting to gain accurate results.

Figure 1: Force10 E1200 vs. Cisco Catalyst Store & Forward Latency,
Gigabit Ethernet
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Force10 TeraScale E-Series Competitive Test

Gigabit Ethernet Layer 2 Frame Loss

Test Objectives

Confirm Force10’s claim to provide zero-loss, wire-rate
performance at all frame sizes. Run the test at both
switch fabric Epoch settings, and record the impact of
each setting on aggregate forwarding rate and packet
loss.

Compare results with Force10’s claims made in the Tolly
Group Test Report 204147.

EANTC Analysis

Results show that Force10’s E1200 cannot provide zero-
loss, wire-rate performance at any frame size.

With the default Epoch setting, we monitored a small
packet loss for 64-byte through 256-byte frames,
increasing to 5 % for larger frame sizes, latencies
ranged from 35–50 µSec. When tested with the
3.2 µSec Epoch setting that reduces latency to between
20–37 µSec, we found packet loss jumped to 13–38 %
as a result.

The selection of the Epoch value has strong influence on
the results. The Epoch setting that reduces latency is
subject to 13–38 % packet loss depending on the
packet size.

There seems to be a compromise to be made between
high performance or low latency.

Test Configuration and Methodology

The DUT was configured with 336 2-Port VLANs; VLAN
2-337. VLANs were interconnected with external cross-
over cables to form a 672-Port snake configuration. L2
forwarding-table aging time was disabled for all
VLANs. All control plane protocols were disabled to
ensure no control protocol frames were being sent by
the DUT as this might interfere with the test.

This test conforms to the methodology for measuring
frame-loss as specified in RFC 2544 and to the defi-
nition of frame-loss specified in RFC 1242.

Bidirectional traffic was transmitted between the two
SmartBits ports attached to either end of the snake at
100% wire-rate for each of the frame-sizes. For each
frame size, frame loss was recorded as a
percentage of the number of frames transmitted. As
the frames pass along the snake, they are effectively
multiplied and are switched again in the next VLAN,
until they exit the final VLAN in the snake. This exer-
cises the switch as if all 672 ports were connected to
separate traffic sources/sinks. This configuration is
the same as that used in the Tolly Group test.

Test Highlights
➜ In the same configuration as the

Tolly Group tests, the TeraScale
E1200 failed to deliver zero-loss,
wire-rate performance at any
packet size.

➜ The results measured with Epoch
3.2 µSec show significant
performance degradation in
comparison to Epoch 10.4 µSec.

➜ Force10’s claim that "E1200
provides 56.25 Gigabits per second
of non-blocking bandwidth to each
line card slot" could not be verified.
Packet loss was observed in all our
test runs.

Figure 1: Force10 Layer 2 Frame Loss
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Force10 TeraScale E-Series Competitive Test

Gigabit Ethernet Frame Loss with Mixed Traffic Types

Test Objectives

Confirm Force10’s claim to provide zero-loss, wire-rate
performance at all frame-sizes as stated in Tolly Group
test Report 204147.

Verify the effects of small amounts of non-unicast back-
ground traffic in a separate VLAN on unicast perfor-
mance within the 624-port L2 Snake.

EANTC Analysis

Results show that the unicast performance offered by
Force10’s TeraScale E1200 degrades significantly as
soon as the switch fabric is asked to simultaneously
handle even small amounts of multicast, broadcast or
flooded unicast frames.

Even small amounts (10 % rate on three ports) of non-
unicast background traffic affect the TeraScale switch
fabric’s efficiency and degrades the frame loss results
on the 624-port snake unicast traffic.

When we simulated a broadcast storm in the 3-port
VLAN, sending 64-byte frames at 100 % load, the
combination of Epoch 3.2 µSec and L2 broadcast storm
results in 60 % frame loss.

Even with the best possible Epoch setting (10.4 µSec),
this small amount of background non-unicast traffic
causes 20 % additional frame loss for all frame sizes.

We found that even flooded unicast frames (no MAC
address in L2 forwarding table) had the same effect.

Although the non-unicast traffic was contained in a
three-port isolated VLAN configured on a totally sepa-
rate line card from the unicast snake traffic, the non-
unicast traffic had a dramatic effect on aggregate
unicast performance.

Test Configuration and Methodology

The Device under Test (DUT) was configured with a 624-
port L2 snake, using the first 13 line cards in the chassis.

The snake comprised 312 two-port VLANs; VLAN 2-313
with each VLAN having two consecutive untagged ports
as members. The individual VLANs were interconnected
via external cables to form the snake; weaving traffic in
and out of the switch and across the switch fabric.
Force10 line cards have no local on-board switch
fabrics, all traffic, even between adjacent ports
traverses the main switch fabric.

On the 14th line card, not part of the snake, we config-
ured three gigabit ports into a separate VLAN; VLAN
998. We used this VLAN to contain the non-unicast
background traffic, so it was not flooded into the snake.

Test Highlights
➜ The addition of 10 % non-unicast

traffic on three ports in a separate
VLAN, increases aggregate unicast
frame loss from 0.08 % to 20 % or
more.

➜ Force10’s claim that "The E-Series
switch fabric provides non-
blocking connectivity along with
advanced queuing, multicast, and
jumbo frame support" was not
verifiable. Multicast traffic had
significant impact on unicast
frame-loss.
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Force10 TeraScale E-Series Competitive Test
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In each test run only one type of traffic (multicast, L2
broadcast etc.) was generated in parallel to the L2
unicast traffic on the 624-port snake.

L2 forwarding-table aging time was disabled for all
VLANs. All control plane protocols were disabled on
the ports used by the snake to ensure no control
protocol frames are being sent by the DUT as this
might interfere with the test.

This test conforms to the methodology for measuring
frame-loss as specified in RFC 2544 and conforms to
the definition of frame-loss specified in RFC 1242.

Bidirectional unicast traffic was transmitted between
the two SmartBits ports at either end of the snake with
the traffic rate set to 100 % wire-rate for each of the
frame-sizes tested. For each frame size, frame loss
was recorded as a percentage of the number of
frames transmitted.

As the frames pass along the snake, they are effec-
tively multiplied and are switched again in the next
VLAN, until they exit the final VLAN in the snake;. This
exercises the switch as if all 672 ports were connected
to separate traffic sources/sinks.
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Type of background traffic on separate ports:
- Unicast traffic only
- PIM-SM traffic at 10%

- IGMP snooping at 10%
- L2 broadcast at 10%

- L2 broadcast at 100%
- Flooded unicasts at 100%

Epoch = 10.4 microseconds Epoch = 3.2 microseconds

Figure 1: Force10 – Effect of Mixed Background Traffic on Unicast Frame Loss
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Force10 TeraScale E-Series Competitive Test

Gigabit Ethernet L2 Frame Loss with 1-million ACLs

Test Objectives

This test assesses the validity of Force10’s 1-million ACLs
Test as described in the Tolly Group test Report 204147,
which claims that the application of such a large ACL
has no effect on the E1200’s throughput.

According to Force10’s line card installation manuals
shown in Figure 11: Excerpt from Force10 Manual: Line
Card Feature Highlights, the Gigabit and 10-Gigabit
cards have identical ACL scalability. We therefore ran
the test in two configurations; one applied to Gigabit
Ethernet interfaces, the other applied to 10 Gigabit
Ethernet interfaces (the same as the Tolly Group’s test).

This test will also look further into the claims made by
Force10 regarding other scalability metrics associated
with their line cards.

Force10/Tolly Group Claims:

According to Tolly Group Test Report 204147,

• "Engineers generated over 1-million ACLs and
configured the test suite for »snake« traffic".

• "Engineers measured the bidirectional zero-loss 10-
Gigabit Ethernet throughput across 56 10-GbE ports
(14 four-port 10GbE line cards) with over 1-million
ACLs active".

• "Up to 1.4 million ACLs per system with real-time
insertion capability, without creating a security
issue".

We believe it is unlikely that the Force10 E-Series was
actually configured with 1-million separate Access
Control Lists (ACLs). It seems more likely the Tolly Group
test report actually meant to say a single ACL with 1-
million Access Control List Entries (ACEs), also called
ACL rules or statements.

An access control list comprises a number of statements
(rules) in a list format. The statements are interpreted by
the switch in sequence, one statement at a time, and
compared to the current packet being processed. If
there is a match, the rule is applied and no further ACL
lookup continues for that packet.

By default, ACLs have an implicit DENY ALL statement at
the end of the list. This is inserted automatically by the
operating system of the switch. Unless the user specifi-
cally enters a PERMIT ALL statement to override this
action, any packets not matching all the statements in
the list will by default be discarded.

Test Highlights
➜ EANTC discovered the 1-Million ACL

test results in the Tolly Group Test
Report 204147 used a Force10
E1200 that was configured with a
single access list of 20,993 entries,
not 1-Million, as claimed.

➜ Tolly Group’s ACL cannot be
applied to a single 10GE interface.
The E1200 runs out of CAM space.
Tolly claims this ACL was applied to
all four interfaces on each line
card.

➜ Force10 claims 128K IPv4 ACL
entries per port-pipe (Port-Pipe =
24 x GigE ports, or 2 x 10GE
ports), in fact just 13K CAM entries
are supported for IPv4 ingress
ACLs and just 1K entries for IPv4
egress ACLs.

➜ A 1,000-entry ACL applied as an
Ingress ACL will consume 1,000
CAM entries for each interface to
which it is applied.

➜ When CAM is exhausted, the next
interface is programmed with a
partial ACL. All traffic from this
interface is discarded by the partial
ACL, which has an implicit DENY
ALL statement as the last entry.
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An ACL with 1,000 statements (rules) is said to be a
1,000--entry ACL. In the case of the Tolly Group tests,
that would mean the switch was configured with an
ACL comprising 1-million separate statements (rules).

Having centrally defined the rules in the ACL, the ACL
is then applied to individual interfaces on the switch
where the rules are to be enforced. The action of asso-
ciating an ACL with an interface writes the ACL into
the allotted CAM partition on the line card.

Force10 TeraScale E-Series — CAM Scalability

As can be seen in the extracts from the Force10 line
card installation guides, each line card (Gigabit or 10-
Gigabit) supports an 18Mbyte Content Addressable
Memory (CAM) per Port-Pipe. (A port-pipe is the
fabric-channel into the switch fabric, and there are two
port-pipes per card. On a 48-port Gigabit Ethernet
Card, the first 24 ports are on Port-Pipe 0, the second
24 ports are on Port-Pipe 1. For a 4-port 10-Gigabit
line card, the split is two ports per port pipe.)

Unlike the Catalyst 6500, which has separate TCAM
for FIB, ACLs and QoS, the Force10 TeraScale E-Series
has a single monolithic piece of TCAM that is then
logically partitioned to serve specific roles.

In a previous version of FToS (Version 6.1.2.4), there
was a CLI command that allowed the user to look at
exactly how the 18Mbyte CAM on each line card
(port-pipe) was partitioned, and how many entries
were available for each specific partition.

We reverted the E1200 back to FToS Version 6.1.2.4
and issued the SHOW CAM PROFILE command. The
resulting display, captured below, shows the true scal-
ability, not only of ACLs, but many other areas and
differs from the published Force10 specifications.

This command output contradicts Force10’s line card
specifications. For instance, in their literature Force10
claims they support 256K L2 FIB entries per line card,
whereas this shows they support 32K. A fact
confirmed by the MAC address cache tests conducted
as part of these EANTC-validated tests.

Force10 also claims to support 1-Million ACL entries,
yet each line card can only support 13K IPv4 entries
per port-pipe as confirmed in the EANTC ACL test.

Further, note how in the Tolly Group test, Force10 and
Tolly claimed the E1200 demonstrated wire-rate zero
loss IPv6 forwarding on a full-mesh of eight 10-gigabit
ports. This test may have been limited to eight ports
because they only support eight IPv6 FIB entries in the
CAM.

Note also the profile names beginning with Eg - these
relate to Egress ACL entries, and are substantially less
in number than those available for Ingress ACLs.

In FToS Version 6.2.1.3, the current software version
at the time of testing, we issued the same command,
but found that the command no longer shows any
detailed information about CAM partitions:

Force10#sho cam profile all

-- Line card 0 --(LC-EF-GE-48T)
CamSize          : 18-Meg
                 : Current Settings
Profile Name     : STANDARD
L2 Fib           : 32K entries
L2 Acl           : 1K entries
Ipv4 Fib         : 256K entries
Ipv4 Acl         : 13K entries
Ipv4 Flow        : 24K entries
EgL2 Acl         : 1K entries
EgIpv4 Acl       : 1K entries
EPI              : 8184  entries
Ipv6 Fib         : 8  entries
Ipv6 Acl         : 0  entries
Ipv6 Flow        : 0  entries
EgIpv6 Acl       : 0  entries

-- Line card 2 --(LC-EF-10GE-4P)
CamSize          : 18-Meg
                 : Current Settings
Profile Name     : STANDARD
L2 Fib           : 32K entries
L2 Acl           : 1K entries
Ipv4 Fib         : 256K entries
Ipv4 Acl         : 13K entries
Ipv4 Flow        : 24K entries
EgL2 Acl         : 1K entries
EgIpv4 Acl       : 1K entries
EPI              : 8184  entries
Ipv6 Fib         : 8  entries
Ipv6 Acl         : 0  entries

Figure 1: Force10 CAM Partition Sizes
(Software Version 6.1.2.4)

F10-E1200#show cam profile all

-- Chassis Cam Profile --

  --- chassis cam profile not configured ---

Figure 2: Force10 CAM Profile Command
(Software Version 6.1.2.4)
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Test Results

Figure 3: Force10 E1200 Ingress
Access Control List (ACL)
Capacity summarizes the test
results.

Run #1: We applied the 5,000-
entry ACL to GI0/0 and GI0/1
as an Ingress ACL without inci-
dent. At each stage, we checked
that the ACL was correctly
installed in CAM. Figure 4:
Number of CAM Entries
Consumed confirms the number of
CAM entries consumed by the
ACL for each port to which it is
applied.

With the ACL applied to two inter-
faces, rather than just 5,000
CAM entries being consumed, the
E1200 has consumed 10,000 out
of the available 13,000 entries,
as each interface needs its own
personal copy of the whole ACL
to work.

To prove the limitation shown by
the show cam profile all

command, we tried to apply the
same ACL to interface gi0/2, the
third interface on the line card.

The console log shown in Figure 5: Error Messages
When Applying 5,000 Entry ACL On Three Interfaces
confirmed that the third ACL did not fit into hardware
completely.

The last 2,732 entries never made it into the CAM for
gi0/2, therefore, the final permit ip any any state-
ment is now missing. This means the ACL applied to
gi0/2 now ended with an implicit deny all state-
ment.

When we ran the full-mesh test traffic, all traffic from
gi0/2 (SmartBits Port 1A3) was discarded by this
partial ACL and the implicit deny all  function.

In summary, applying a relatively small 5,000-entry
ACL to all 48 ports on the line card failed after the
2nd interface was configured. The third interface was
left with a partial ACL that denied everything, blocking
even legitimate traffic from entering on that interface.
The Catalyst 6500 refuses to apply a partial ACL if the
size of the ACL exceeds the size of its available line
card memory. Our testing did not find evidence to
support the claim that Force10 supports a 1-million
entry ACL.

00:41:03: %E48TF:0 %ACL_AGENT-2-ACL_AGENT_ENTRY_ERROR: Unable to apply seq 11445 onwards of access-list
TEST-5K-ACL applied on GigabitEthernet 0/2
00:41:03: %E48TF:0 %ACL_AGENT-2-ACL_AGENT_ENTRY_ERROR: Unable to apply seq 11535 onwards of access-list
TEST-5K-ACL applied on GigabitEthernet 0/2

Figure 3: Force10 E1200 Ingress Access Control List (ACL)
Capacity

F10-E1200#show ip accounting access-list TEST-5K-ACL | fi 0/0
Extended Ingress IP access list TEST-5K-ACL on GigabitEthernet 0/0
Total cam count 5000
 seq 5 deny tcp any any eq 26024
 seq 10 deny tcp any any eq 28863

Figure 4: Number of CAM Entries Consumed

Figure 5: Error Messages When Applying 5,000 Entry ACL On Three Interfaces
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Seeking assistance from the Tolly Group. As
a peer independent test lab, EANTC asked for assis-
tance from the Tolly Group to understand the exact
configuration used in the 1-Million ACL Test, plus two
other tests that concerned us.

Tolly group provided EANTC with the switch configu-
ration files for all three tests we queried.

When we received the configuration file for the
1-Million ACL test we found a single 20,993-entry
ACL, not 1-Million entries as we’d expected.

The usual way ACL scalability is measured is by
measuring the number of rules in an ACL the DUT is
able to enforce. For instance, a 1,000-entry ACL
applied to 100 interfaces shows the DUT can enforce
a 1,000-entry ACL.

In the Tolly Group Test however, Force10 and the Tolly
Group created the following way of reporting the ACL
scalability of the TeraScale E1200.

1. The ACL was 20,993 entries in size.
2. The same ACL was applied to 56 x 10-Gigabit

interfaces

3. Tolly/Force10 math computes that there are 56 x
20,993 = 1,175,608 ACL entries supported by
the E1200

This interpretation does not conform to any known
industry accepted standard for counting of ACLs. We
believe that creating a counting practice outside the
accepted norm misleads the reading audience.

Let’s give an everyday example of what Tolly/Force10
would have us believe. In our example, the head-
master of a school draws up a list of ten rules that all
pupils must abide by. This is the equivalent of the
rules/statements in the ACL.

The headmaster photocopies the list; pins the list up at
all twenty entrances into the school and asks the
teaching and security staff to enforce them. This is the
same as associating the ACL to each interface.

How many rules are to be enforced for the whole
school? … TEN rules right?

Wrong … Tolly and Force10 would have you believe
the headmaster just issued 10 rules x 20 entrances =
200 new rules for the pupils to obey.

F10-E1200(conf-if-te-5/0)#ip access-group million_ACL in
09:15:08: %EXW4PF:5 %ACL_AGENT-2-ACL_AGENT_ENTRY_ERROR:Unable to apply seq 61390 onwards of access-
list million_ACL applied on TenGigabitEthernet 5/0
09:15:08: %EXW4PF:5 %ACL_AGENT-2-ACL_AGENT_ENTRY_ERROR:Unable to apply seq 61480 onwards of access-
list million_ACL applied on TenGigabitEthernet 5/0

Figure 7: Error messages while applying 20,993-entry ACL to a single interface

F10-E1200#show ip accounting access-list million_ACL
Standard Ingress IP access list million_ACL on TenGigabitEthernet 5/0
Total cam count 12281
List is not in sync with running config
 seq 5 permit host 144.45.1.0 count (0 packets)
 seq 10 permit host 144.45.1.1 count (0 packets)

Figure 8: Number of Installed ACL Entries in Run #2

F10-E1200#show ip accounting access-list TEST-5K-ACL | fi 0/0
Extended Ingress IP access list TEST-5K-ACL on GigabitEthernet 0/0
Total cam count 5000

F10-E1200#show ip accounting access-list TEST-5K-ACL | fi 0/1
Extended Ingress IP access list TEST-5K-ACL on GigabitEthernet 0/1
Total cam count 5000

F10-E1200#show ip accounting access-list TEST-5K-ACL | fi 0/2
Extended Ingress IP access list TEST-5K-ACL on GigabitEthernet 0/2
Total cam count 2268
List is not in sync with running config

Figure 6: Number of Installed ACL Entries in Run #1
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We believe the test results as reported by the Tolly
Group lead the reader to believe the Force10 E-Series
can support 1 Million ACLs, which we did not find.

Next, we investigated whether we could apply the
Tolly Group ACL (20,993 entries) to all four interfaces
on a ten Gigabit Ethernet line card, as would have
been necessary to run the original Tolly Group 1-
Million ACL test.

Run #2. Having received from the Tolly Group the
exact configuration file used in the 1-Million ACL test,
we tried to apply this to all four interfaces on a ten
Gigabit Ethernet line card, just as Tolly Group must
have done. We approached this task in stages,
applying the ACL to one interface at a time.

The test was performed using FToS version 6.2.1.3
and proves that the use of Beta Version 4.4.2.107
allowed Force10 to configure the switch in ways not
possible with current production software. A formal
response letter was received from Force10 and
admitted that they re-defined CAM partitions to
succeed in this test, confirming our conclusions. The
full letter is attached in the appendix.

Figure 7: Error messages while applying 20,993-entry
ACL to a single interface contains an extract from the
console log, which shows what happened when we
tried to apply the 20,993-entry ACL (as used by Tolly)
to the first 10-Gigabit Ethernet interface on the 4-port
line card.

The console log shown in Figure 8: Number of
Installed ACL Entries in Run #2 confirmed that
Force10’s latest production software FtoS Version
6.2.1.3, can’t load the ACL on a single interface.

Finally, the show ip accounting access-list

command confirms that out of 20,993 ACL entries,

only 12,281 could be successfully written to CAM. As
the CAM must dedicate a further 20,993 entries to
apply the ACL to a second interface, a further
((20,993 – 12281) + 20,993) = 29,705 extra CAM
entries must be allocated to run this test (that’s over
double the number provided by default).

Either special line card hardware with larger CAM
memory was used, or the CAM was specially parti-
tioned to support this test, deleting some of the other
partitions and dedicating their CAM space to this
ACL. Either way, the Tolly Group overstates the test
results about the performance and scalability of the
Force10 E1200 switch.

We then repeated the test and tried to assign the Tolly
Group ACL to multiple Gigabit Ethernet interfaces. The
exact same results as above were recorded, we could
not apply the ACL to even a single interface.

Run #3. Next we wanted to answer the following
questions:

• How many Egress IPv4 ACL entries does the
E1200 support?

• Does each port need its own copy of the ACL, as it
did with Ingress ACLs?

• Does the E1200 create "partial" Egress ACLs on
an interface when it runs out of CAM space?

To investigate this we created a much smaller ACL of
just 150 entries. We calculated that if each interface
needed its own copy of the ACL in CAM, just like
Ingress ACLs, we would be able to apply the ACL to
six interfaces without oversubscribing the CAM.

For the first six interfaces, gi0/0 through gi0/5, the
ACL was applied without any problems. shows the

F10-E1200(conf-if-gi-0/6)#ip access-group TEST-150-ACL out
03:32:05: %E48TF:0 %ACL_AGENT-2-ACL_AGENT_ENTRY_ERROR: Unable to apply seq 455 onwards of access-list
TEST-150-ACL applied on GigabitEthernet 0/6
03:32:05: %E48TF:0 %ACL_AGENT-2-ACL_AGENT_ENTRY_ERROR: Unable to apply seq 545 onwards of access-list
TEST-150-ACL applied on GigabitEthernet 0/6
03:32:05: %E48TF:0 %ACL_AGENT-2-ACL_AGENT_ENTRY_ERROR: Unable to apply seq 635 onwards of access-list
TEST-150-ACL applied on GigabitEthernet 0/6

Figure 9: Error messages while applying 150-entry ACL to a 7th interface

F10-E1200#sho ip accounting access-list TEST-150-ACL | fi 0/6
Extended Egress IP access list TEST-150-ACL on GigabitEthernet 0/6
Total cam count 96
List is not in sync with running config
 seq 5 deny tcp any any eq 26024
 seq 10 deny tcp any any eq 28863

Figure 10: Number of Installed ACL Entries on gi0/6 in Run #3
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error messages we received on the console when we
applied the ACL list to the seventh interface, gi0/6.

Once again, the show ip accounting access-

list TEST-150-ACL confirmed that interface gi0/6
had a partial access-list applied (see Figure 10:
Number of Installed ACL Entries on gi0/6 in Run #3).

In summary, we saw exactly the same problems with
the egress ACLs as we had with the Ingress ACLs. We
confirmed that each interface needs a full copy of the
ACL in CAM and that the CAM partition dedicated to
Egress IPv4 ACLs is 1K entries in size.

This test confirms the CAM partition information
displayed with the show cam profile command is
accurate, even under FToS Version 6.2.1.3.

EANTC Analysis

First, we found that the original show cam profile

command has been modified by Force10 and now
does not show any details about the actual CAM scal-
ability and partitioning.

EANTC can confirm that contrary to Force10’s
marketing claims, no CAM partition sizes can be
configured by the user. Only sub-partitioning of the
IPv4 CAM partition is allowed.

EANTC also found that Force10’s claim to support 1-
Million ACL entries to be unsubstantiated. Our tests
discovered that the E1200 suffers from severe ACL
scalability limitations caused by small CAM partitions
and the need for each port to have its own "personal
copy“of the ACL resident in CAM.

EANTC can confirm that Force10’s 1-Million ACL test
was actually carried out using a single Ingress ACL of
20,993 entries in size and that this would reflect an
ACL scalability limit of 20K. Further investigations
found this ACL could not even be applied to a single
10 Gigabit Ethernet interface without overloading the
CAM. So we believe Force10 used either special
hardware or software to pass this test.

Test Configuration and Methodology

• Configure a 48-port L2 full-mesh test configuration.

• Create a 5,000 entry non-contiguous, non-
repeating ingress ACL and apply this to interfaces,
one interface at a time.

• Confirm the 5,000 entry ACL can be applied to all
48 interfaces on the line card and that the rules
within the ACL are correctly enforced on each port.

• Note any problems with scalability when applying
the ACL to the ports.

• Send full mesh traffic between all 48 ports in the
test. Ensure the traffic does not match any DENY
statements in the ACL, forcing the switch to match
on the very last PERMIT IP ANY ANY statement.

• Record frame-loss and any problems.

• If the DUT passes this test, send traffic which
matches the last DENY statement and confirm the
full ACL is being enforced on each port.

• If the DUT passes the test, increase the size of the
ACL until 1 million ACL entries are reached, as
reported by the Tolly Group.
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48-port 10/100/1000 Base-T Ethernet Line Card

Feature Highlights and Installation Instructions

Catalog Number: LC-EF-GE-48T

Feature Highlights

• 48 ports with RJ-45 connectors that support auto-negotiation or 10/100/1000 Base-T speed.

• The EF series line cards support a single 18M user configurable CAM with flexible partition assignments. The
following max entries are:

- 256K Layer 3 IP forward information base (FIB)
- 256K Layer 2 FIB
- 64K Layer 3 IPv6 FIB
- 128K Layer 2 and Layer 3 access control list (ACL) entries
- 24K IPv6 ACL entries

• Supports online insertion and removal (OIR) of line card.

• Supports ingress and egress Layer 2 and Layer 3 ACL processing across all ports.

• Requires FTOS 6.1.1.0 or higher

4-Port 10-Gigabit Ethernet LAN/WAN PHY Line Card

Feature Highlights and Installation Instructions

Catalog Number: LC-EF-10GE-4P

Feature Highlights

• Uses approved 10G Small-form Factor Pluggable (XFP) laser modules. Laser modules must comply with 21 CFR
1040 Class 1 requirements.

• Pluggable XFP optics providing support for SR, LR, ER, and ZR optical interfaces.

• The EF series line cards support a single 18M user configurable CAM with flexible partition assignments. The
following max entries are:

- 256K Layer 3 IP forward information base (FIB)
- 256K Layer 2 FIB
- 64K Layer 3 IPv6 FIB
- 128K Layer 2 and Layer 3 access control list (ACL) entries
- 24K IPv6 ACL entries

• - Supports online insertion and removal (OIR) of line card.

• - Supports ingress and egress Layer 2 and Layer 3 ACL processing across all ports.

• - Ports are user configurable, on a per port basis, to be either LAN PHY or WAN PHY.

• - Requires FTOS 6.1.1.0 or higher

Figure 11: Excerpt from Force10 Manual: Line Card Feature Highlights
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Appendix

Spirent SmartBits 6000C

The testing environment included Spirent’s SmartBits
load generator in combination with TeraRouting Tester
software.

The TeraRouting Tester (TRT) application provides the
first integrated control and data plane routing test that
includes system-level configuration and analysis of
routed networks. TRT is an easy-to-use application that
allows network service providers and network equip-
ment manufacturers to precisely determine the perfor-
mance of a router under a variety of realistic and worst-
case scenarios. TRT exposes the true performance of a
router by providing stress testing of the routing software,

the data forwarding hardware, and the overall system
architecture under both static and dynamic routing
conditions. A key strength of the application is its use of
a deterministic and repeatable test methodology.

Hardware and Software Versions of the Devices under Test

Force10 E1200/E600 Cisco Catalyst 6500
Route Processor IBM PowerPC 750FX (Rev D2.2) Supervisor Engine 720 WS-SUP720-3BXL
Gigabit Ethernet Line
Card

LC-EF-GE-48T CEF720 48 port 10/100/1000 Ethernet
WS-X6748-GE-TX with WS-F6700-
DFC3BXL Distributed Cisco Express
Forwarding (dCEF) daughter cards

Software Version FToS 6.2.1.3 s72033-ipservicek9-mz.122-18.SXE2

Figure 4: Spirent SmartBits 6000C

Figure 1: Force10 E1200 Figure 2: Force10 E600 Figure 3: Catalyst Product Family
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TRT includes a routing stack that allows each TeraMet-
rics port to act as one or more peer routers to the
device under test (DUT). These peer routers establish
adjacencies with the DUT to exchange routing infor-
mation, and in the process, determine basic routing
protocol performance. Test data is then transmitted to
the advertised routes at user-specified rates to deter-
mine the forwarding performance of the hardware.

By simulating various network events (such as route,
session, and link flaps), TRT then attempts to charac-
terize the DUT behavior under various real-life stress
conditions. With TRT, you can determine convergence
time by observing the receive rate and the maximum
latency over time for both the flapped routes and the
stable routes in the router.

Test Topology Example

The four test areas explored various topologies and
configurations. Each test report includes an in-depth
description of test topology. As an example, Figure 5:
Force10 E1200 672-Port Snake Test Topology shows
the physical test topology used for Force10’s frame
loss test in a snake topology. In this example the
SmartBits tester (the device on the left side of the
picture) is cabled with only two ports to the DUT.

Figure 5: Force10 E1200 672-Port Snake
Test Topology

Spirent SmartBits
Hardware Version

Card Type LAN-3325A
Card Core Firmware 5.30.036
Routing Firmware 5.00.024
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About EANTC

EANTC (European Advanced Networking Test Center)
is an internationally recognized test lab based in
Berlin, Germany. We offer vendor neutral network test
facilities for manufacturers, service providers and
enterprise customers. Our business areas include:

➜ Test and Certification Services for Network
Equipment Manufacturers

EANTC provides external quality assurance by
testing conformance, performance and robustness
of single systems as well as the interoperability of
multiple components. More than 14 years of testing
experience, the use of state of the art analysis
equipment and active participation in industry
forums enable us to conduct tests even for the most
advanced customer requirements.
EANTC tests cover the full range of Carrier
Ethernet, IP, and MPLS networks, IP services
including firewalls and VPN gateways, ATM, and
voice over packet networks.

➜ Test Services for Service Providers and
Enterprises

EANTC supports network operators during all
stages of the infrastructure life cycle: From network
design and RfP creation through prototype testing
during the tender process and acceptance testing
up to trouble-shooting and future capacity
planning. Our tests ensure network performance,

availability and resilience. They reduce the risk of
network failure and cost of operation.

➜ Philosophy

In all our activities — whether we conduct tests,
provide consultancy or training — only the highest
quality serves our purpose. EANTC invests much in
research, education and development of new test
methods to meet the demands of our customers.
Our active participation in industry forums is a
must to stay up to date.
We often find ourselves mediating between
network operators, vendors and systems integrators
in a cross-cultural environment. EANTC test
services result in neutral, unbiased facts. Our
detailed test reports provide the basis for rational
decisions and actions. We ensure confidentiality in
any required way.

➜ History

In 1991, EANTC was founded at the Technical
University of Berlin. EANTC soon started to test and
certify network components for high speed network
technologies, and continued the close cooperation
with the university after its spin-off in 1999.

EANTC AG
Einsteinufer 17, 10587 Berlin, Germany

Phone: +49.30.3180595-0
E-Mail: info@eantc.com
Web: http://www.eantc.com/


